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Terms and Conditions
•Goods are offered subject to availability.
•Prices are subject to stock availability, market, currency, Duty and Levy fluctuations and subject to
alteration without notice.
•Prices in this list are quoted exclusive of VAT.
•Until full payment has been received for all goods, those goods shall remain the property of The Company.
•Payment is due 30 days of invoice date.
•The risk in the goods shall pass to the Purchaser on delivery.
•Claims to damage or non-delivery of goods will be considered by us only if made within three days of our invoice date.
•Carnevale’s stipulated Terms of Settlement, must be strictly adhered to. Any default in
payment may result in closure of the account and/or legal action being taken without notice.
•We reserve the right to refuse to credit the value of any returned goods which are not in a saleable
condition.
•We shall not be liable for any failure or delay in performance as a result of causes beyond our reasonable
control.
•This list cancel all previous price lists
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In 1927, Francesco Antonio Balocco opened his very
first shop in Fossano (Cuneo), in Piedmont. It was
here that passion for quality gave birth to one of the
most popular Italian confectionery brands that has
continued for three generations to the present day.
Balocco products are crafted using recipes deeply
rooted in the Balocco family’s past. Only high quality
natural ingredients & sourdough are used in creating
Balocco Panettone.

• One of Italy’s most famous & most popular
brands of quality bakery and seasonal products.
• Market leaders in the use of renewable energy
via a photovoltaic system that covers more than
one third of the factories energy needs. All product
wrappers are 100% recyclable.
• Sponsors to some of the sporting world’s most
famous teams and events.
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BL115

BL140

BL116

PANETTONE GLASSUVETTA 12 x 1Kg

Balocco’s signature panettone, covered with
a hazelnut glaze, whole almonds and sugar.

Panettone filled with gianduia cream and
covered with dark chocolate.

Panettone with raisins, without candied fruit,
covered with a hazelnut glaze.

BL105

BL100

PANETTONE GIANDUIA 12 x 800g

BL110

PANETTONE MANDORLATO 12 x 750g

The classic Panettone Milanese made with
naturally leavened dough, butter, candied
fruit and raisins

The classic Panettone Milanese made with
naturally leavened dough, butter, candied
fruit and raisins

The classic Panettone Milanese made with
naturally leavened dough, butter, candied
fruit and raisins

BL195

PANETTONE CLASSICO 12 x 1Kg

BL190

PANETTONE CLASSICO 12 x 750g

BL185

PANETTONE CLASSICO 12 x 500g

PANETTONE SAN SIRO 12 x 500g

PANETTONE SAN SIRO 12 x 850g

PANDORO DOLCE DELIZIE 12 x 1Kg

Panettone made with candied fruit, raisins
and margarine

Panettone made with candied fruit, raisins
and margarine

Pandoro made with eggs and margarine
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BL150

BL120

Traditional pandoro made with butter and
eggs and filled with lemon cream. Includes a
sachet of icing sugar for dusting.

BL131

Classic Pandoro Veronese. Soft, naturally
leavened dough made with butter and eggs.
Includes a sachet of icing sugar for dusting.

BL145

PANDORO LEMONDORO 12 x 800g

BL166

PANDORO CLASSICO 12 x 750g

Classic mini panettone with choc chips in a
box.

BL077

MINI PANETTONE GOCCE di CIOC. 48 x 100g

BL126

PANDORO TIRAMISU 12 x 800g
Traditional pandoro made with butter and
eggs and filled with tiramisu cream. Includes
a sachet of cocoa powder for dusting.

BL076

PANDORO MAXICIOK 12 x 800g
Traditional pandoro made with butter
and eggs, filled with chocolate cream and
covered with dark chocolate.

MINI PANETTONE CLASSICO CELLO. 30 x 80g

MINI PANETTONE CLASSICO 48 x 100g

MINI PANDORO CLASSICO CELLO. 30 x 80g

Classic mini Panettone Milanese in a
cellophane bag.

Classic mini Panettone Milanese in a box.

Classic mini pandoro in a cellophane bag.
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BL165

BL160

Classic pandoro 750g plus a 75cl bottle of
spumante Contri in a festive gift box.

BL154

PANDORO BUONE FESTE 9 x 750g

Classic panettone 750g plus a 75cl bottle of
spumante Contri in a festive gift box.

BL156

PANETTONE BUONE FESTE 9 x 750g

BL175

TORTA VOGLIA di LIMONE 18 x 400g
Delicate soft cake filled with lemon cream
dusted with icing sugar.

BL170

TORTA VOGLIA di CIOCCOLATO 18 x 400g
Delicate soft cake filled with chocolate cream
dusted with cocoa powder.

PANETTONE in LATTA 8 x 750g

PANDORO in LATTA 8 x 750g

Classic panettone 750g in a festive tin.

Classic pandoro 750g in a festive tin.
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In 1932, Vincenzo Bonifanti created his own personal
twist on the classic panettone Christmas cake in
his shop under the porticoes in the historic centre
of Villafranca Piemonte. He added a typical local
ingredient to the traditional recipe from Milan and
topped his cake with a crunchy Langhe hazelnut
glaze. That was the beginning of baking excellence
that has endured for many decades and over three
generations. Bonifanti today is one of Italy’s premium
panettone brands.
• Bonifanti use the same 80 year-old mother
yeast created by the founder Vincenzo
Bonifanti in 1932 that is nurtured, refreshed
and regenerated with patience, love and skill.
• Slow, artisan production. It takes 3 days to
produce a Bonifanti panettone.
• Exclusive use of ingredients of the highest
quality.
• All panettoni are packed by hand rendering
each one unique.
• Multiple award winning producer.

PRIVATE LABEL panettone and pandoro available across the range in various formats.
Please refer to your Carnevale contact for further details.
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BF016

BF011

PANETTONE COROLLA GRAN MOSCATO
6 x 1Kg

Bonifanti’s signature panettone made with
sourdough, sultanas, raisins, candied orange
and lemon peel and covered in a crusted
hazelnut glaze with whole almonds. Packed
in an elegant hexagonal box.

A Piedmontese speciality made with
sourdough, sultanas, raisins, covered in a
crusted hazelnut glaze and enriched with the
sweetness of Moscato D’Asti DOCG. Packed
in an elegant hexagonal box.

BF036

PANETTONE COROLLA CLASSICO GLASSATO
6 x 1Kg

PANDORO CLASSICO COROLLA 6 x 1Kg

BF021

BF006

Festive speciality from Verona. Bonifanti’s
pandoro is soft and light, made with
premium quality ingredients. Packed in an
elegant hexagonal box.

PANETTONE COROLLA MILANESE BASSO
6 x 1Kg

PANETTONE COROLLA PERA - PESCA
6 x 1Kg

Traditional Panettone Milanese made with
sourdough, sultanas, raisins and candied
orange and lemon peel. Packed in an elegant
hexagonal box.

Traditional panettone made with sourdough,
sultanas, raisins and candied pears and
peaches. Packed in an elegant hexagonal box.
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BF051

BF078

BF042
Traditional panettone without candied fruit
made with sourdough, sultanas and raisins
and topped with a hazelnut crust and sugar.
Handwrapped and tied with a ribbon.

Traditional panettone made with sourdough
and dark chocolate chunks and covered with
a hazelnut glaze. Handwrapped and tied with
a ribbon.

Traditional panettone made with sourdough
and a chocolate cream filling and covered
with chocolate and chocolate shavings.
Handwrapped and tied with a ribbon.

BF043

PANETTONE FARCITO AL CIOCCOLATO
INCARTATO 6 x 850g

BF046

PANETTONE GLASSATO AL CIOCCOLATO
INCARTATO 6 x 1Kg

BF041

PANETTONE SENZA CANDITI
INCARTATO 6 x 1Kg

PANETTONE PERA - CIOCCOLATO
INCARTATO 6 x 1Kg

PANETTONE AI MIRTILLI ROSSI
INCARTATO 6 x 1Kg

Traditional non-glazed panettone made with
sourdough and chunks of marron glacé.
Handwrapped and tied with a ribbon.

Traditional non glazed panettone made with
sourdough, candied pear chunks and dark
chocolate chips. Handwrapped and tied with
a ribbon.

Traditional panettone made with sourdough
and cranberries. Handwrapped and tied with
a ribbon.

BF061

BF066

BF056

PANETTONE MARRON GLACES
INCARTATO 6 x 1Kg

PANETTONE FAMIGLIA IN FESTA
GLASSATO 6 x 1Kg

PANETTONE FAMIGLIA IN FESTA
MILANESE ALTO 6 x 1Kg

PANETTONE FAMIGLIA IN FESTA
MILANESE BASSO 6 x 1Kg

Panettone made with sourdough, sultanas,
raisins, candied orange and lemon peel and
covered with a crusted hazelnut glaze and
whole almonds. Handwrapped and tied with
a ribbon.

Traditional raised Panettone Milanese made
with sourdough, sultanas, raisins and candied
orange and lemon peel. Hand wrapped and
tied with a ribbon.

Traditional Panettone Milanese made with
sourdough, sultanas, raisins and candied
orange and lemon peel. Handwrapped and
tied with a ribbon.
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BF121

BF111

PANETTONE CADEAU
PESCA - CIOCCOLATO 6 x 1Kg

Traditional non-glazed panettone made with
sourdough, candied cherries and extra dark
chocolate chips. Packed in a gift box and tied
with a ribbon.

Traditional panettone made with sourdough,
candied peach chunks and amaretto
flavoured chocolate chips with a hazelnut
glaze topping and whole almonds. Packed in
a gift box and tied with a ribbon.

BF070

PANETTONE CADEAU
CILIEGIA - CIOCCOLATO 6 x 1Kg

PANDORO CLASSICO
INCARTATO 6 x 1Kg

BF082

BF122

Festive speciality from Verona. Bonifanti’s
pandoro is soft and light, made with
premium quality ingredients. Handwrapped
and tied with a ribbon.

PANETTONE CADEAU
CAFFE’ - CIOCCOLATO 6 x 1Kg

PANETTONE ALLA GRAPPA
3 x 1Kg

Traditional panettone made with sourdough
and coffee, with a delicate chocolate
covering. Packed in a gift box and tied with a
ribbon.

Traditional panettone made with sourdough
and sultanas infused in Grappa di Nebbiolo.
Packed in a gift box and tied with a ribbon.
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A small, artisan company owned and run by the
Marini family in the heart of the Tuscan countryside
in the small town of Monteroni D’Arbia (Siena),
since 1959. Producing exclusively hand-made
Tuscan patisserie products with love, care and
attention. Remaining faithful to the original family
recipes using only natural ingredients of the
highest quality that in accordance with Nanni’s
century old procedures, undergo an unadulterated
production process from the purchase of the raw
materials to the finished product.
Exclusive use of:
• Italian eggs from chickens allowed to
roam freely outdoors.
• Italian wildflower honey.
• Fresh, tree harvested almonds.
• Pure butter with a minimum fat
content of 82%.
• Belgian Fair Trade chocolate.
• No artificial colours or artificial
flavourings.
• 12 months minimum life on all
products.
• Availability of private labels across all
products.

PRIVATE LABEL available across the range in various formats.
Please refer to your Carnevale contact for further details.
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DN003

DN002

DN001

PANFORTE ANTICO 16 x 250g

TORTA FLORIANA 16 x 250g

Classic panforte from Siena made with
almonds, candied orange and lemon peel,
honey, sugar and spices. Hand wrapped.

The original panforte recipe from Siena.
Made with almonds, candied orange, lemon
and melon, powdered hazelnuts and cocoa,
honey, sugar and spices. Hand wrapped.

Created by the Nanni family and derived
from panforte. Made with figs, walnuts,
honey, sugar and spices. Hand wrapped.

DN004

DN005

PANFORTE CLASSICO 16 x 250g

Soft amaretti made with almonds, honey,
plain chocolate, cocoa, fresh free range egg
white and coated in icing sugar. Presented in
a window box and tied with a bow.

Soft amaretti made with almonds, honey,
fresh free range egg white and coated in icing
sugar. Presented in a window box and tied
with a bow.

DN007

AMARETTI MORBIDI CLASSICI 8 x 130g

DN006

AMARETTI MORBIDI CIOCCOLATO 8 x 130g

RICCIARELLI 8 x 240g

MATONELLE FICHI e NOCI 8 x 160g

Artisan Tuscan speciality made with almonds,
sugar, honey, fresh free range egg white and
coated in icing sugar. Presented in a window
box and tied with a bow.

Artisan Tuscan speciality made with almonds,
fig paste, walnuts, sugar, honey and fresh
free range egg white. Presented in a window
box and tied with a bow.
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DN009

DN008

CANTUCCI
ARANCIA and CIOCCOLATO 8 x 200g

Hand packed long cantucci made with
almonds, butter and whole fresh free range
eggs.

Hand packed long cantucci made with
almonds, candied orange peel, chocolate
pieces, butter and whole fresh free range
eggs.

DN011

DN010

CANTUCCI
CLASSICI 8 x 200g

CANTUCCI
PISTACCHIO and MANDORLE 8 x 200g

Hand packed long cantucci made with
almonds, dried figs, butter and whole fresh
free range eggs.

Hand packed long cantucci made with
almonds, pistachios, butter and whole fresh
free range eggs.

DN016

CANTUCCI
FICHI and MANDORLE 8 x 200g

AMARETTI MORBIDI
LIMONE and ARANCIA IN TUBO 3 x 160g
Soft orange and lemon amaretti
handwrapped with a double bow. Packed in
an ornate tube.
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DN013

DN012

AMARETTI MORBIDI ALL’ARANCIA
DOPPIO FIOCCO 8 x 120g

Soft amaretti made with almonds, honey,
fresh free range egg white and coated in icing
sugar. Presented in a transparent display bag.

Soft amaretti made with almonds, honey,
fresh free range egg whites, natural orange
flavour and coated in icing sugar. Presented
in a transparent display bag.

DN015

DN014

AMARETTI MORBIDI CLASSICI
DOPPIO FIOCCO 8 x 120g

AMARETTI MORBIDI AL LIMONE
DOPPIO FIOCCO 8 x 120g

Soft amaretti made with almonds, honey,
fresh free range egg whites, natural coffee
flavour and coated in icing sugar. Presented
in a transparent display bag.

Soft amaretti made with almonds, honey,
fresh free range egg whites, natural lemon
flavour and coated in icing sugar. Presented
in a transparent display bag.

DN017

AMARETTI MORBIDI AL CAPPUCCINO
DOPPIO FIOCCO 8 x 120g

AMARETTI MORBIDI
CLASSICI and CAPPUCCINO IN TUBO 3 x
160g
Soft classic and cappuccino amaretti
handwrapped with double a bow. Packed in
an ornate tube.
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In 1820, the Grondona family were proprietors of an
ancient artisan flour mill and started producing biscuits of
the highest quality for the finest shops in Genova.
Over the last two centuries their traditions and family
recipes have passed down through the generations. They
continue to use only the finest ingredients such as extra
virgin olive oil, pure butter, real almonds, Piedmontese
hazelnuts, real candied fruit.

• Naturally leavened cakes are produced using
a centuries-old natural yeast sourdough (Lievito
Madre).
• It takes up to 52 hours to produce Grondona
biscuits, giving them their unique taste and texture.
• Five generations of the Grondona family dedicated
to excellence over the last 200 years.
• Bonifanti’s sister company.
• Many Grondona products are listed in the
exclusive Eataly food outlets.
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GR374

GR372

GR370

PANDOLCINO 12 x 100g

LUNETTE 12 x 100g

Traditional Genoese speciality made with
raisins, candied fruit and pinekernels.

Butter rich cookies with chocolate chips and
coconut flakes.

GR381

GR376

GR378

CANESTRELLI 12 x 100g
Traditional Ligurian biscuits made with
butter, lemon, Madagascan vanilla pods and
sprinkled with icing sugar.

BACI di DAMA 12 x 90g

CUORI MORI 12 x 100g

MORETTI 12 x 65g

Traditional Piedmontese speciality made with
hazelnuts and a chocolate cream centre.

Heart shaped butter biscuits with cocoa and
dark chocolate drops.

Piedmontese hazelnut biscuits covered in
dark chocolate.

CIAMBELLONE 2 x 2.5Kg

GR311

Genoese sourdough speciality with raisins,
orange blossom water and candied orange
peel.
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Sorelle Nurzia’s story goes back several generations in the
pursuit of looking to create the finest soft torrone available
to consumers.
Artisan production methods and an eye for detail have
been of paramount importance from the time Gennaro and
his grandson, Ulisse Nurzia, first created their chocolate
torrone over 150 years ago, through to the present day.

• An artisan producer from Abruzzo creating
the finest, handmade torrone since 1835.
• Exclusive use of the finest quality natural,
ingredients.
* Produced in the shadow of the Gran Sasso
mountain where the air and water are pure
and unadulterated.
• A variety of torroni listed in the exclusive
Eataly food outlets.
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CO280
CO265

TORRONE TENERO
al CIOCCOLATO 2 x 220g
Twin pack of 220g bars of artisan soft
chocolate and hazelnut torrone.

TORRONE BIANCO CLASSICO alla
MANDORLA 200g
Artisan soft torrone bar with almonds.

TORRONE TENERO
al CIOCCOLATO 5 x 86g

CO275

Mini bars of soft artisan chocolate torrone.
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Condorelli was founded by Francesco Condorelli
in 1933 in Belpasso, at the foot of Mount Etna
in Sicilly, producing Sicilian delicacies in his
traditional pasticceria. Throughout the decades,
Condorelli has become a leader in high quality
Italian confectionery products.

• Condorelli was the first to create the famous
Torroncino (small torrone pieces).
• Exclusive use of premium quality almonds,
Bronte pistachios, hazelnuts, citrus fruits and
honey.
• The first company in the sector to raise
brand awareness through a major advertising
campaign on national television in 1983, with
Condorelli’s historic representative, Italian
actor Leo Gullotta appearing in the companies
adverts to this day.
• The company transforms up to 6,000 kg of
almonds, 1,500 kg of honey and 2,500 kg of
chocolate per day while still respecting artisan
traditions.
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CD001

CD003

CD002

DRAGEES 16 x 75g

SCORZETTE di ARANCIA 12 x 130g

Candied Sicilian lemon peel covered in dark
chocolate.

Chocolate covered candied orange peel,
hazelnuts and almonds and sugar crusted
covered pistachios.

Candied Sicilian orange peel covered in dark
chocolate.

CD006

CD005

CD004

SCORZETTE di LIMONE 12 x 130g

CREMA di MANDORLA 6 x 190g

CREMA di TORRONE e GIANDUIA 6 x 190g

A Sicilian speciality sweet cream made from
Sicilian almonds.

A Sicilian speciality sweet cream made from
gianduia and torrone.

CD008

CD007

CREMA di PISTACCHIO 6 x 190g
A Sicilian speciality sweet cream made from
DOP Pistacchio di Bronte.

CUBO di TORRONCINI 6 x 200g

LATTA di TORRONCINI 6 x 150g

An assortment of Condorelli’s signature
chocolate-covered soft torroncini in a stylish
gift box.

An assortment of Condorelli’s signature
chocolate-covered soft torroncini in a stylish
gift tin.
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CD010

CD009

CD014

SACCHETTO TORRONCINI
CLASSICI 30 x 200g

PASTICCINI AGRUMI’
6 x 250g

SACCHETTO TORRONCINI
ASSORTITI 30 x 200g

An assortment of classic torroncini.

Almond pastries flavoured with citrus fruit

An assortment of Condorelli’s signature
chocolate-covered soft torroncini.

CD011

CD012

TORRONE CLASSICO
MANDORLA and PISTACCHIO 12 x 150g

TORRONE CLASSICO
NOCCIOLA 12 x 150g

Bar of classic soft torrone with Sicilian
almonds and pistachios.

Bar of classic soft torrone with hazelnuts.

CD013
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